DO YOU FOLLOW THE SOVEREIGN DEBT MARKET?

Due to the recently enforced MiFID II regulations requiring pre and post trade transparency, Sovereign Debt Auctions need to be tracked, accurately and in real-time.

Econoday has developed the only independent, third-party database covering Sovereign Debt Auctions. Econoday’s live and historical coverage also gives subscribers an easily surveyed, unified platform for monitoring sovereign debt issuance on several levels, and assists in cross-country comparisons (rates, spreads, coverage, volumes) and in trading decisions.

Developed with a Tier 1, Global Bank that is a Primary Dealer in European Sovereign Debt, Econoday’s Enterprise solution provides a standardized, machine readable data set that can be utilized by Research, Trading, Analysts & Compliance departments.

Econoday’s coverage and accompanying database is the sovereign debt issuance of 10 European countries: Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, and the United Kingdom. Recently, the total annual issuance of the selected group has averaged roughly EUR 1.7 trillion, spread out over 300 bond auctions and 400 T-bill auctions each year.

This one-of-a-kind, Cloud based data delivery of Sovereign Debt is available for immediate deployment to firms of any size. More information about this new enterprise offering from Econoday can be found at https://www.econoday.com/enterprise/sovereign-debt.

Contact our team today to learn how we can place key US and Global economic data from all the major economies in your hands today.
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